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Real estate is a place where things happen. Virtual connectiveness has blurred the lines between
residential and commercial real estate for happenings. However, commercial real estate and the
built environment are still integral to socio-economic patterns of our day-to-day living. Innovation
places are increasingly different from traditional places. The way we live, work and play is
dramatically different and the places are increasingly different. Innovation is a life style, curriculum,
strategy and spirit, and commercial real estate is the box and place where it happens! This
megatrend is already causing economic and functional obsolescence on commercial real estate
investments. Innovation demands energy efficiency, environmentally friendly and technologically
advanced places and more. As mundane and profound as the traces of this trend have become, the
time to join the parade is now!
Innovation is occurring for, among other matters, improved comfort, convenience and creativity.
Innovation districts and curriculums are still just places and learning programs; however, collateral
real estate activity is certainly identifiable. Not all activity is technology related. We still like food and
a haircut. We do it differently. We like fitness, healthcare and shopping at lunch and before and after
work. Ever evolving, personal services are retro and new, entertaining and relaxing. 
For innovation districts, commercial and mixed use, the built environment is markedly different. In
addition to the threshold improvements of green and efficient mechanical systems and design,
specialized spaces are required for innovative research, such as wet lab benching, interstitial floors
for flexibility in utility distribution, open spans for plan flexibility, power capacity for redundancy,
emergency, and surge. Occupancy and rent patterns are already reflecting the demand for
innovation space and the functional and economic obsolescence in the built inventory. Business and
personal services are changing for the innovators. 
On a simplistic and basic sidebar for the mobile pedestrian doing business and enjoying the day,
most places and the spaces in between, are increasingly wireless hot spots with more benches,
chairs, tables, charging stations, arts and entertainment. These environmental enhancements are
generating traffic as well as pleasure and reducing crowding and stress.
Not all locations can be the Innovation District in Boston's Seaport Neighborhood in the CBD with its
harbor breezes and pathways, waterfront cafes and abundant street furniture. Unique locational
attributes will persist. However, the vocabulary of the built and natural environment has changed,
incrementally and otherwise, and anecdotal evidence of change abounds in traditional submarkets. 
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